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ABSTRACT: A system has been developed that establishes a standardized cartographic database for each of the 19 planets
and major satellites that have been explored to date. Compilation of the databases mvolves both traditional and newly
developed digital image processing and mosaicking techniques, including radiometric and geometnc corrections of the
images. Each database, or digital image model (DIM), is a digital mosaic of spacecraft Images that have been radIOmetr
ically and geometrically corrected and photometrically modeled. During compilation, ancillary data files such as radIO
metric calibrations and refined photometric values for all camera lens and fIlter combmations and refined camera
orientation matrices for all images used in the mapping are produced. The system is designed to aid in the following:
access to and utilization of spatial data returned by planetary spacecraft; coregistration of cartographic image and
topographic elevation models with geological, geophysical, and geochemical databases; and the deSIgn and preparation
of both standard and custom map products. A major goal of the project is to publish the DIMs on compact computer
compatible media such as digital-optical (CD-ROM) disks.

INTRODUCTION

M OST PLANETARY IMAGES have been used primarily in the
form of black-and-white photographs for making base maps

(Batson, 1982) and for systematic geological analysis. This analysis
is almost complete at reconnaissance scales for the 19 planets
and major satellites that have been visited by spacecraft. The
fact is, however, that digital spacecraft images are more than
photographs; each is a complex array of data with potential use
far beyond the display capability of film. Not only is it becoming
essential to pursue major research areas by using the existing
basic digital data, but the analytical usefulness of data acquired
during future missions by advanced systems such as mapping
spectrometers will demand a fully digital system and the ready
availability of maps in digital format prepared by image
processing methods.

Many digital image-processing techniques have been devel
oped over the past 20 years. They have been applied to prob
lems ranging from the high-volume production of a set of
photographic images from specific planetary missions (Levin
thai et al., 1973) to the intensive examination of data in a subset
of images transmitted by spacecraft (Davis et aI., 1987). Methods
for compiling digital mosaics have also reached a highly refined
state of development (Zobrist et aI., 1983).

Recent activities at the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Image
Processing Facility in Flagstaff include systematic derivation of
new radiometric calibration files from inflight data for planetary
spacecraft images (E. Eliason, written commun.), new semi
automatic methods for reducing nearly all systematic noise from
Viking Orbiter images (T. Kelleher and L. Soderblom, written
commun.), methods for refining camera pointing angles by tying
images to existing geodetic control or base mosaics, and meth
ods for variable resampling of images to preserve their resolu
tion and geometric integrity during geometric transformations
(Edwards, 1987). This entire suite of software has been incor
porated into a standardized, semi-automated procedure for sys
tematically processing entire planetary image datasets.

Image processing technology is now sufficiently advanced
and computing capacity is now sufficiently sophisticated and
widespread to proceed to the next logical step: that of making
comprehensive digital databases that are easily accessible to end
users and that can be manipulated without the assistance of
technical experts.

This paper describes our system for compiling and formatting
digital cartographic databases for the planets. The system em
ploys a standardized cartographic organization for storage and
retrieval of the new databases that has been adopted for all USGS
planetary mapping projects and for cartographic work sup-
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porting several flight missions: Mars Observer, Voyager, Ma
gellan, and Galileo. This digital system is designed to allow
efficient computer storage and management, user access, co
registration of databases, rapid manipulation of databases for
effective analysis and interpretation, and inexpensive prepara
tion of image maps on desired projections. The databases will
be widely distributed, probably on digital-optical (CD-ROM) disks.

The databases described herein will be referred to as digital
image models (DIMS). These are mosaics of spacecraft images
that have been radiometrically and geometrically corrected and
photometrically modeled so that they provide controlled digital
image maps of normal albedo and topographic features on pla
netary surfaces. They are compatible with digital terrain models
(DTMS) that are being derived for Mars from photogrammetric
compilations (Wu and Howington, 1986). DTM formats are the
same as those for the DIMs except that the former are rasters of
elevations and the latter are rasters of brightnesses.

There are important differences between DIMs and photo
graphiC images used mostly for visual analysis. Images de
signed for visual interpretation must be reasonably free of
geometric distortions to be useful. DIMs, on the other hand,
emphasize efficiency of computer storage and retrieval and the
precision with which true locations on features on planets are
recorded. DIMs in general are not suitable for presentation either
as black-and-white images or as final maps. Digital cartographic
software must form a bridge between the two kinds of data
bases; that is, there must be compilation programs that allow
cartographers to transform spacecraft data into DIMs, and other
programs that allow users to access, view, and transform the
finished DIMs into traditional image-map formats.

PLANETARY DIGITAL MODELS
Digital mosaics have usually been compiled primarily as el

egant demonstrations of a costly alternative to manual compi
lations. They have generally been special products designed to
serve specialized purposes and, until recently, were not afford
able as primary standard products. The intent of our current
program is to use new technological capability to develop a
unified system to be used for all planetary cartography, con
sisting of a single digital format used for all planetary databases,
from which all planetary map products will be derived. The
relations between digital map-storage formats and map projec
tion and image resolution are, therefore, fundamental consid
erations in the deSign of the system.

PROJECTIONS
The simplest form of a digital model (OM) is one in which

each image element's value is stored in a "bin" labeled in terms
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of latitude and longitude. For computer work, it is only necessary
that each bin be readily accessible. In compiling and describing
DIMs, however, it is useful to discuss a digital array in terms of
map projections. The simplest projection is one in which each
image line, or row of bins, is a parallel of latitude and each
column of samples, or bins, is a m~ridian. This presentation
was termed a "Simple Cylindrical" or "Square" projection by
Clark (1963) (Figure 1). Its simplicity is appealing, even though
the higher latitudes are oversampled (e.g., the pole of a planet,
in reality, is a point, but is represented digitally by an image
line with as many samples as that for the equator, all with the
same value). Several planetary consortia, consisting of geological,
geochemical, and geophysical databases in this format, have
used this format for several years for the Moon, Mars, Venus,
and the Galilean satellites Oohnson et aI., 1983; Soderblom et
aI., 1978; Pettengill et aI., 1980; Kieffer et aI., 1981). The total
storage required for this kind of array is only about 60 percent
more than if each element represented the same size area on
the planet and is therefore not prohibitive. However, this
projection does present an operational problem, in that a Simple
Cylindrical projection of a single spacecraft image containing
the north or south pole has too many pixels in an image line to
manage easily during OM compilation. As a result, the Sinusoidal
Equal-Area projection (Snyder, 1982) was selected for compiling
planetary OMs. The conversions between Simple Cylindrical and
Sinusoidal Equal-Area geometry are so computationally trivial
that the two formats are nearly twins.

In the Sinusoidal Equal-Area projection, each parallel of latitude
is an image line. The length of each line is compressed by the
cosine of its latitude (Figure 2). It has the simplicity of the Simple
Cylindrical projection so far as indexing (rows and columns are
still parallels and meridians), but compilation is much more
efficient in the Sinusoidal Equal-Area because the projection
does not have mathematical peculiarities at the poles. However,
viewing distortion becomes severe with distance from the central
meridian in the sinusoidal presentation. This is a problem only
for visual examination of OM images; it is not relevant to the
integrity of the database. By simply sliding image lines parallel
to one another, the central meridian can be rapidly shifted; this
allows an undistorted view of a selected region without
geometrically resampling the image. Segments of a OM are
therefore displayed with a local central meridian, although the
poles themselves must be transformed to a polar projection.

PIXEL SIZES

The size of pixels in OMs is specified as some negative power
of two (1/4, 1/8, 1/16, ... , 1/256, etc.) degrees per pixel.
Resolutions intermediate to these values are not used, so that
databases can be registered in scale simply by successively
doubling or halving the pixel sizes by interpolation or averaging,
but without resampling. The resolution of digital images is often
given in terms of pixel dimensions in metres or kilometres on
the surface of a target. OMS, however, are encoded so that the
number of lines in a global OM is an integer. It is, therefore,
more convenient to specify OM resolution in terms of
planetocentric degrees than in linear units.

Hard-copy images of selected segments of OMs may be
published as maps in traditional format. Table 1 relates OM pixel
size to appropriate map scale, assuming at least five pixels per
millimetre on a map. Table 2 shows metric equivalents of pixel
sizes for each solar system body currently included in NASAs
mapping plans (Planetary Cartography Working Group, 1984).

DATABASE SIZES

A total of 19 planets and satellites have been mapped from
spacecraft dat<. at this time, with two more (Triton and Nereid,
the satellites of Neptune) to be added in 1989, given a successful
Voyager 2 encounter. The satellites of the outer planets Oupiter,

TABLE 1. ApPROPRIATE OM PIXEL SIZES VERSUS MAP SCALE. EACH
IMAGE Is ENCODED AT ONE OF THE PIXEL SIZES SHOWN. DIMS WITH
PIXELS LARGER THAN 1/16" ARE NOT ANTICIPATED. OMS OF SMALL
BODIES, SUCH AS THE SATELLITES OF SATURN AND URANUS, WILL

THEREFORE GREATLY OVERSAMPLE AVAILABLE IMAGE DATASETS. THE
LEITER "M" DESIGNATES "MILLION" (I.E., 1:25M = 1:25,000,000) AND

THE LEITER "K" DESIGNATES "THOUSAND." No ENTRY Is GIVEN WHERE
MAPPING Is INAPPROPRIATE OR NOT ANTICIPATED.

MAP SCALE

Index 1:500k
Maps 1:25M 1:5M 1:2M or larger

(degrees Saturnian,
lat-long) Europa Uranian, &

all 10 Neptunian
1/16 Moon Satellites

Callisto Europa
Mercury 10

1/32 Ganymede Moon
Mars

P
Callisto

Venus Mercury
1/64 Ganymede

X
Europa

E Mars 10
1/128 Moon

L
Callisto Europa

Venus Mercury 10
1/256 Ganymede Moon

S
Callisto

Mars Mercury
1/512 Ganymede

Z
Venus Mars

E 1/1024
Venus

1/2048

TABLE 2. EQUIVALENTS OF DIGITAL MODEL RESOLUTIONS, IN
KILOMETRES PER PIXEL. MEAN RADII ARE GIVEN FOR HIGHLY IRREGULAR
SATELLITES (PHOBOS, DElMaS, AMALTHEA, AND HYPERION). No ENTRY Is

GIVEN WHERE MAPPING Is INAPPROPRIATE OR NOT ANTICIPATED.

Radius Digital scale (deg/pxl)

Planet (km) 1/16 1/32 1/64 1/128 1/256 1/512 1/1024

Mercury 2439 2.660 1.330 .665 .333
Venus 6052 6.602 3.301 1.650 .825 .413 .206 .103
Moon 1738 1.896 .948 .474 .237 .118 .059
Mars 3385 3.692 1.846 .923 .462 .231 .115 .058
Phobos 11 .012
Oeimos 6 .007
Amalthea 215 .234
10 1816 1.981 .990 .495 .248 .124 .062
Europa 1563 1.705 .852 .426 .213 .107 .053
Ganymede 2638 2.878 1.439 .719 .360 .180 .090
Callisto 2410 2.629 1.314 .657 .329 .164 .082
Mimas 197 .215
Enceladus 251 .274
Tethys 524 .571
Dione 559 .610
Rhea 764 .833 .416
Iapetus 724 .790
Hyperion 148 .161
Miranda 250 .273
Ariel 665 .725
Umbriel 555 .605
Titania 800 .873
Oberon 815 .889
Triton 2200 2.400 1.200 .600 .300 .150
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FIG. 1. Image of a low-resolution digital image model (DIM) of Mars, made from a digitized airbrush map, on a Simple Cylindrical projection.
Each image line is a parallel of latitude and each row of pixels is a meridian. Spacing of meridians and parallels is 1/16°. Pixels at the equator
are approximately 3.7 by 3.7-km square because the mean radius of Mars is 3385 km. The single pixel containing the pole has been replicated
5760 times.

FIG. 2. Sinusoidal Equal-Area projection of the Mars low-resolution DIM. Each image line is a parallel of latitude, the length of which has been
compressed by the cosine of the latitude. Every pixel in the image, therefore, has the same dimension, which approximately 3.7 by 3.7 km;
and only a single pixel contains the pole. The central meridian is at 0° longitude.
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FIG. 4. "Raw" (point-perspective view from the spacecraft) Viking Orbiter
2 image of part of the south polar region of Mars prior to Level 1 process
ing. The nominal resolution is 140 m/pixel. The contrast has been en
hanced to illustrate noise patterns. Many artifacts are too subtle to appear
in this illustration (PleNa 421 B47; reVOlution 421, spacecraft B (Viking
2), frame 47).
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FIG. 3. Summary flowchart of DIM processing.

quired. Geodetic control is not exact; some shifting to match
adjacent images is always necessary, whether mosaics are made
by hand or in the computer. Each shift might require recom
putation of the shape of the frame, thus requiring return to
Level 2. Adjusted camera orientation matrices are, therefore,
computed by making temporary mosaics of Level 2 images,
recording the new matrix elements, and disassembling the mos
aic for photometric (Level 3) processing. Throughout process
ing, an interactive file of several spacecraft parameters, in addition
to the orientation matrices, is maintained and updated on the
basis of processing results. The following sections discuss the
attributes of each of the four processing levels (Figure 5).

LEVEL 1 - RADIOMETRIC CORRECTION

Level 1 processing (Figure 6) includes removal of electronic
shading which is inherent in the imaging system and artifacts
such as minute dust specks on the vidicon tube, microphonic
noise introduced by operation of other instruments on the
spacecraft during imaging sequences, and data drop-outs and
spikes (Soderblom et aI., 1978) (Figure 7). Reseau marks are also
located and removed during this stage; their precise locations
are recorded for use during later geometric processing. A digital

Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune) were mapped from only a few
hundred Voyager images, whereas the two Viking Orbiters
returned approximately 55,000 high-resolution images of Mars.
H is, therefore, reasonable to compile OMs from nearly all the
images of the satellites of the outer planets, but from only a
subset of the Viking image dataset. Current plans regarding the
latter are to produce DIMs of a set of 4,700 Viking Orbiter images
that cover all of Mars at a resolution of approximately 200 m
per pixel, plus some undetermined number of color and very
high resolution images to be used for special topical studies.
Large image datasets of Mercury and the Moon are not included
in current plans, nor are special purpose OMs covering small
parts of planets. Mars Observer (scheduled for launch in 1992),
which has the potential for providing a high-resolution OTM for
all of Mars, is still in the planning stages and is not included.
Table 3 contains entries for the appropriate number of individual
frames (approximately 2 megabytes each) and for each planetwide
mosaic. This plan is tentative and will almost certainly be
augmented.

COMPILATION OF DIMs

Digital image models are compiled and archived in four stages
or "levels" (Figure 3), beginning with raw images (Figure 4).
All of the corrections made during these stages have some level
of uncertainty, so the processing sequence is designed to prog
ress from corrections with the highest probability of accuracy
to the lowest, and intermediate stages are preserved for future
analytical use. Radiometric corrections, coherent and random
noise reduction, and measurement of camera distortion are best
understood and unlikely to require iterative processing and are,
therefore, made during the Levell stage. If geometric control
is improved in the second stage, Level 1 images can be geo
metrically reprojected without repeating the Level 1 process.
Similarly, as photometric models and corrections are improved,
they can be applied to archived Level 2 images.

The distinction between correcting geometric distortions and
transforming images to the Sinusoidal Equal-Area projection
(Level 2) and positioning them in mosaics (Level 4) is less clearly
defined, and iteration between Levels 2 and 4 is frequently re-

TABLE 3. PLANNED SCOPE OF SYSTEMATIC PLANETARY DIGITAL
MODELING.

data type pixel size pixel size model size
Planet spacecraft & volume m/pixel (O/pixel) (megabytes)

Venus Pioneer V radar >10000 1/8 2.4*
Venus altimeter
Magellan SAR 75 1/1024 39,000*

radar 10,000 1/16 10*
altimeter

Mars Viking vidicon 130- 300 1/256 11,300
Orbiter (4700 fr) 1/512

MOIM 1/256 2700
OTM 1/64 170

Jovian Voyager vidicon 500- 5000 1/64 1000
satellites (500 fr)
(4) MDIM 1/64 675

Galileo CCO 100- 1000 1/28 12000
(6000 fr) 1/256
MOIM 1/128 2700

Saturnian Voyager vidicon 2000-20000 1/16 600
satellites (300 fr)
(6) MDIM 1/16 64
Uranian Voyager vidicon 200-20000 1/16 50
satellites (25 fr)
(5) MDIM 1/16 53*
Neptunian Voyager vidicon 200-20000 1/16 50
satellites (25 fr)
(2) MDIM 1/16 21

*90% of surface area covered
*45% of surface area covered
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LEVEL 2 - GEOMETRIC CORRECTION

This includes removal of camera distortions, and transformation
from image to map coordinates in DM format (Edwards, 1987)
(Figure 5 and 8). The current process results in more accurate
and cosmetically attractive projected images than those produced
by past geometric correction algorithms. Previous algorithms
computed the complete projection equations only at the corners
of a uniform grid laid over an image; positions of intervening
pixels, whether directly beneath the camera or at the horizon,
were positioned by interpolation. Now the complete projection
equation for each pixel is computed in areas where geometric
change is rapid or discontinuous, and interpolations are used
where change is linear. These corrections are made
simultaneously so that the image is resampled only once and
resolution loss is minimal. The resolution of each frame is
preserved to some extent by oversampling in the output array,
that is, by selecting a resolution step that results in an image
with more lines and samples than the original image. Distortion

image is projected from a relatively small input array to a large
output array, wherein several pixels represent a single pixel of
the input image. Photographic copies of Levell images, with
spatial filter enhancement, are therefore the more useful
photographic materials for visual interpretation. Special versions
containing the reseaus are made for photogrammetric use in
analytical stereoplotters that are capable of making distortion
corrections in real time.

Levell processing has become highly effective because a well
defined set of calibration files and versatile, integrated software
have been derived from inflight data from Viking Orbiter for all
camera and filter combinations. The same format/programJ
calibration file structure is used for all planetary cameras.
Therefore, the same process can be used on images collected
over the past 20 years by Mariner 6, 7, and 9; Viking 1, 2; and
Voyager 1 and 2.

FIG. 7. Radiometrically and cosmetically corrected (Level 1) image of
Figure 4.

FIG. 6. Level 1 processing flow.

FIG. 5. Levels 2, 3, and 4 processing flow.

image label is created, containing the reseau-mark locations,
camera orientation matrix, and other parameters used in the
processing.

Levell images have better resolution than those produced at
any subsequent processing level because they have not been
resampled for geometric correction and projection. Some loss
of information is inevitable in any resampling, even when an



FIG. 8. Geometrically corrected (Level 2) image of the frame in Figure 5. Digital scale is 1/512°/
pixel (approximately 115 m); the projection is Sinusoidal Equal-Area with a local central meridian.
The north-south dimension of the image area is approximately 230 km.

FIG. 9. Photometrically corrected (Level 3) image of the frame in Figure 8.
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FIG. 10. Mosaic (Level 4) of part of the south polar region of Mars. The frame in Figure 8 is at the extreme left edge of the illustration, and
the south pole of Mars is at the bottom. The mosaic consists of 29 individual Viking Orbiter frames. Digital scale is 1/256°/pixel (approximately
230 m); the north-south dimension of the mosaic is approximately 925 km; the projection is a Sinusoidal Equal-Area with a local central
meridian.

corrections are based on preflight calibration of the reseau. Image
transformation is based on camera orientation matrices derived
by photogrammetric triangulation (cf. Davies and Katayamas,
1983; Wu and Schafer, 1984), modified as required for a best fit
with adjacent images. On those images where matrices are not
available, they are derived by matching corresponding points
with images that have matrices. This dataset (called the frame
DIM, or FDIM) thus consists of a collection of image-map fragments
that have resolutions commensurate with those of the original
spacecraft images.

LEVEL 3 - PHOTOMETRIC CORRECTION

At this level, apparent inconsistencies in surface brightness
caused by variation in illumination geometry and by atmospheric
effects are treated (Figures 5 and 9). Atmospheric scattering is
a significant consideration on Mars. Different materials on any
planet have different light-reflecting properties. Other
photometric corrections are effective only to the extent that all
geometric parameters can be modeled. In general, local
topography is not included in the model (i.e., the surface model
used is flat). Illumination geometry at each pixel, however,
certainly depends on local topography; unless the topographic

slope within a pixel is accurately known and compensated, the
photometric correction cannot be perfect. All of these conditions
are so complex that photometric correction of planetary images
is likely to be only approximate for some time into the foreseeable
future, although research into the effects and prototype examples
of full three-dimensional treatment are now being pursued. An
obvious example of the complexity of the problem would consist
of a pair of images of the same landform illuminated from
opposite directions. Only an extremely complex algorithm could
accurately modify the shading in one of the images to match
that of the other. No algorithm could restore detail lost in shadow.

LEVEL 4 - CONTROLLED MOSAICKING

Compilation of an accurate digital mosaic (DIM) of the entire
surface of a planet is the final stage in the construction of a DIM
(Figures 5 and 10). The FDIMs is a digital image of the planet,
and resolution is uniform throughout. The resolution of FDIMs
used in the compilation is compressed or expanded to match
that of the DIM. The entire array is likely to be so large that it
cannot be viewed as a single image; it is either compressed for
global presentation, or windows are extracted to make image
maps for visual analysis.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The publication of paper image maps in the traditional way
implies that map users have generic requirements. However,
scientists can no longer use traditional methods to deal with
the total storehouse of spatial data returned by interplanetary
spacecraft. It is true that there will always be a requirement for
general-purpose image maps of the planets, but many new in
vestigations require specialized mapping that cannot be defined
until the investigations are well under way. Any attempt to
produce a comprehensive map series that meets all specialized
requirements will result in the publication of enormous num
bers of maps with marginal utility.

A system of digital image modeling has been developed and
is being implemented to meet the growing needs of scientists
in terms of planetary database analysis. Once a DM has been
compiled, customized maps can be produced efficiently without
access to large and specialized computational facilities and ex
pertise. There is some fundamental law of cartography that states
that all features of interest are transected by map projection
boundaries. One of the advantages of the global OMS is that
there are no projection boundaries. Data lying within any spec
ified map area can be extracted from a DM and transformed to
an appropriate projection. Similarly, multispectral images and
OM-formatted remotely sensed databases can be enhanced, in
termixed, ratioed, and registered with DIMss in ways that ef
fectively illustrate planetary surface phenomena. The
enhancements and combinations that form the clearest illustra
tions of an investigation can be selected by interactive experi
mentation on image display devices prior to publication.
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